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MUSICIANS OF TIMIȘOARA AND OSIJEK:
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF STREET NAMING IN LOCAL, REGIONAL, NATIONAL AND EUROPEAN CONTEXT

Timișoara is one of the bigger cities in Romania, and is considered the capital of the Banat region. Likewise, Osijek is one of the bigger cities in Croatia, and a capital of the Slavonia region of the country. Both of the cities have an important geopolitical position, and are a part of Pannonian region. They both point out that they belong to Central European cultural circle. The aim of this paper is to examine how much are these cultural values incorporated in everyday life on these cities, by comparing the names of the urban toponyms (street names) of Timișoara and Osijek, on the example of naming the streets after deserving musicians. Urban toponyms can be considered to reflect the
social and cultural tendencies of the city, and since both cities were a part of communist regime, before becoming a part of national democratic country at the beginning of nineties, one would expect that the urban toponyms are distributed similarly. This research will include a quantitative and qualitative study: we will measure the number of urban toponyms named after deserving musicians in both cities, and categorize them as local, regional, national and European musicians to establish how much do these cities consider themselves to be a part of European, national (Croatian or Romanian), regional or local cultural milieu. The first results show that Timișoara has a lot more streets named after deserving European musicians than Osijek, and that national musicians are less represented in Timișoara than in Osijek. The regional and local musicians are represented similarly, and therefore we can conclude that Timișoara has more pro-Europe tendencies, and Osijek has more pro-national tendencies. This paper will also include a catalogue of musicians represented in urban toponymy of both Timișoara and Osijek.